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Advisory Recommendation to Plan Commission

Landmarks Commission provides advisory 
recommendations to the Plan Commission 
on the historic value of properties with 
proposed demolitions
• MGO 28.185
• Landmarks Commission Policy Manual
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Standards & Procedures

MGO 28.185(7)(b) 
If the Landmarks Commission determines that the property with the proposed 
demolition or the structure proposed for removal has historic value, then the 
Plan Commission shall approve the demolition or removal under sub. (9) below, 
after considering input from the Landmarks Commission.

MGO 28.185(9)(c)(4) 
The Plan Commission has received and considered the report of the City's 
historic preservation planner regarding the historic value of the property as 
well as any report that may be submitted by the Landmarks Commission.
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Landmarks Policy Manual
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Demolition Listserve
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Landmarks Commission Review
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Buildings Proposed for Demolition

Motions for Advisory Recommendation on Demolitions

a. The Commission finds that the building(s) has no known historic value.

b. The Commission finds that the building(s) has historic value related to the 
vernacular context of Madison’s built environment, or as the work/product of an 
architect of note, but the building itself is not historically, architecturally or 
culturally significant.

c. The Commission finds that the building(s) has historic value based on architectural 
significance, cultural significance, historic significance, as the work/product of an 
architect of note, its status as a contributing structure in a National Register 
Historic District, and/or as an intact or rare example of a certain architectural style 
or method of construction.
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Example:  609-617 E Dayton Street
• LC demolition review- 3/7/22
• PC recommended project work with LC to explore preservation options
• LC provided advisory recommendation on plans- 7/25/22
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Example:  Johnson, State, Gorham Redevelopment
• LC provided detailed findings and discussion on historic value, 2/15/21
• Applicant integrated salvaged materials from the facades of historic value
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Example:  601 Bay View
• LC provided findings related to significant 

sculpture and Hmong cultural land uses-
11-11-19
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Example:  2412 Waunona Way
• Single-family home constructed in 1903
• No City preservation file or WHS site file
• Within the boundary of a known burial site-

the Waunona mound grouping (DA-1403, BDA-0609) 

Staff finding: Potential historic value related to vernacular context of Madison’s built 
environment, but the building itself is not architecturally or culturally significant. 
Archaeological site is historically and culturally significant to our tribal partners.  

Google Street View
Google Earth
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